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Stocks, Flows and Converters are like Nouns, 
Verbs and Adverbs

• Nouns - stocks summarize where you stand today 
• Flows  - the actions to change the system to a new 

state tomorrow 
• Converters - help us describe the flows



What do you see in the photo?



Stocks and Flows

1. Start with the Stocks 
• Often in plain view 

2. Add the flows 
• May not be in view, but we can imagine their impact on 

the stocks 

3. Then add converters/”auxiliaries” to explain 
the flows 

• This could be the most difficult because the forces may 
be “invisible”



What do you see in the photo?



Mountains?:  You See the Stock

Mass of  Igneous Rock

Mass of  Sediments

weathering



Snow Pack?:  You See the Stock

Snow Pack

Snow Fall

Snow Melt
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First a bit about units…: Find the Errors

Find the errors:. 
equation #1:  A = C +F*G + T
equation #2:  A = B*e ET

equation #3:  A = C*eF  

equation #4:  A = B*T + F*G + D

equation #5:  D = (A/B) + B*T
equation #6:  G= (A + C)/(F + D)

equation #7:  B = A*T
equation #8:  B = (A/F) + (B*T/A)

Variable Units
A people
B people/year
C people
D dimensionless
E 1/year
F acres
G people/acre
T years
X people/year



Find the problem

Variable Units
A dollars
B dollars/year
C dollars
D dimensionless
E 1/year
F acres
G dollars/acre
T years
X dollars/year

A
B G F



Write Equations for the Flows

A C
B T

XE

B =  

X = 

Variable Units
A dollars
B dollars/year
C dollars
D dimensionless
E 1/year
F acres
G dollars/acre
T years
X dollars/yearAdditional: What do T and E represent? 

‘Rate’ vs. ‘Lag’ (a.k.a ‘delay) 



Mark the error in each stock-flow diagram



STELLA: Stocks and Flows 



Vensim: Stocks and Flows



The Water Cycle as an Example

Atmsopheric Water Storage
Over Oceans

Atmospheric Water
Storage Over Land

net transport
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ocean
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Units for a supply chain

What are the units 
if the model runs 
in “months” and 
Kuwait Reserves 
are in “Barrels of 
crude oil”

Sterman: The Beer Game 
Forio: The Beer Game Simulation 

Beer Game and the Bullwhip Effect

http://web.mit.edu/jsterman/www/SDG/beergame.html
https://forio.com/simulate/mbean/near-beer-game/run/
http://www.beergame.lim.ethz.ch/Bullwhip_Effect.pdf


Population Examples
populationbirths deaths

birth rate death rate

young population mature population elderly populationbirths maturation aging deaths

maturation rate aging rate death rate

+

total population

mature females
fraction female

births per mature female per yr

Easier way of performing “Cohort Component Analysis”

http://www.cpc.unc.edu/measure/resources/training/online-courses-and-resources/non-certificate-courses-and-mini-tutorials/population-analysis-for-planners/lesson-8
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/measure/resources/training/online-courses-and-resources/non-certificate-courses-and-mini-tutorials/population-analysis-for-planners/lesson-8
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/measure/resources/training/online-courses-and-resources/non-certificate-courses-and-mini-tutorials/population-analysis-for-planners/lesson-8
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/measure/resources/training/online-courses-and-resources/non-certificate-courses-and-mini-tutorials/population-analysis-for-planners/lesson-8
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/measure/resources/training/online-courses-and-resources/non-certificate-courses-and-mini-tutorials/population-analysis-for-planners/lesson-8


Stocks Represent the Storage in the System

What do stocks do? 
• Stocks remain at their current value if the flows go to zero 
• Stocks act as buffers 
• Stocks create the “momentum” in the system


